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ABSTRACT
In the Expression Synthesis Project (ESP), we propose a
driving interface for expression synthesis. ESP aims to
provide a compelling metaphor for expressive performance so
as to make high-level expressive decisions accessible to non-
experts. In ESP, the user drives a car on a virtual road that
represents the music with its twists and turns; and makes
decisions on how to traverse each part of the road. The driver’s
decisions affect in real-time the rendering of the piece. The
pedals and wheel provide a tactile interface for controlling the
car dynamics and musical expression, while the display
portrays a first person view of the road and dashboard from the
driver’s seat. This game-like interface allows non-experts to
create expressive renderings of existing music without having
to master an instrument, and allows expert musicians to
experiment with expressive choice without having to first
master the notes of the piece. The prototype system has been
tested and refined in numerous demonstrations. This paper
presents the concepts underlying the ESP system and the
architectural design and implementation of a prototype.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The goal of the Expression Synthesis Project (ESP) is to create
a driving (pedals, wheel and display) interface for generating
expressive performances interactively in real time from
expressionless music files. The premise of ESP is that driving
can serve as an effective metaphor for expressive music
performance.

Almost anyone can drive a car, but not everyone can play an
instrument. By using the familiar driving interface, we not
only make ESP immediately accessible to a large population of
users, but also minimize the cognitive overhead in learning to
use a new control device. Expressive performance is the goal,
but often also the final frontier, in music education. The degree
of control required to generate expressive performance
typically requires many years of practice. The proposed
interface will allow non-experts access to high-level
expressive decisions without having to master an instrument;
it will also allow expert musicians (including composers) to
experiment with expressive choice without having to first
master the notes in a piece of music or the instrument. In the
ESP system, the driving wheel, pedals and display offer an
attractive interface that is easy to use and understand. Creating

a performance becomes a journey through a terrain in a driving
game that even children can play and appreciate.

In ESP, the score is mapped to a road in a virtual world and the
user controls the way in which this road is traversed, which
corresponds directly to the tempo and loudness of the music
as it unfolds over time. Figure 1 shows our present prototype
of the ESP system. The turns in the road correspond to musical
structure and guide the user in his or her expressive choice.

1.1 Motivation for the Driving Metaphor
Compelling metaphors are the keys to intimate control of
music through computers and other interfaces [17]. Anecdotal
evidence suggests that high-level musical performance is, in
many ways, very much like driving a car. A musical score can
be conceived of as the map to a road. For the musician, each
performance of the piece is an experience of a particular
traversal of this road. This experience is shaped by the
performer’s choices during that particular journey. These
choices include how long to dwell on certain details, which
ones to gloss over and which ones to emphasize. Continuing
with our analogy, the subject of these choices correspond to
the speed and energy with which one passes through each
segment of the road, each turn and every bump. The use of a car
interface to control musical expression by navigating through
a 3D virtual environment representing the content of a piece i s
hence a reasonable choice.

In ESP, the user experiences and manipulates the music
through an interactive, game-like interface in a 3-dimensional
virtual environment. The driving interface has been adopted in
other real-time interactive music systems, such as Amplitude
by Harmonixmusic [9] and the Harmonic Driving [14] in Tod
Marchover’s Brain Opera; these applications focus on
generating music rather than expressive renderings of a pre-
existing piece. In ESP, the car on the road marks the present;
and acts as a metaphor for the reading cursor of a music player
that drives the aural rendition of the piece. As the car
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     Figure 1. ESP driving interface for expression control.
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progresses along the road, the dynamics and articulation of the
music rendered are linked to its acceleration and tempi
respectively, in real-time. The visual display gives a first
person view of the road, a speedometer that shows the tempo in
beats per minute, and a map of the bird’s eye view of the road.

By using a driving interface, we capitalize on the natural
analogies between automotive control and smooth musical
timing. Cambouropoulos et al [3] showed that humans prefer
expressive performances that maintain smooth tempo
transitions. As anyone who has driven (or ridden in) a car can
attest, humans also prefer smooth transitions in the handling
of an automotive. In the ESP system, the car is subject to the
laws of physics in the real world.

The defining feature of the ESP virtual environment is a road
that represents the music, with curves that correspond to its
twists and turns. Musical expression is most effective when i t
serves to highlight and reinforce musical structures. In ESP,
this link between performance decision and musical structure
is established through the embedding of musical and physical
cues in the terrain to be traversed.

2. RELATED WORK
The history of creating expressive performances from existing
music using machinery can be traced back to the invention of
the player piano in the late 1800’s [5]. Many systems have
been created since to provide more natural (and less laborious)
intermediaries for the control of tempo and loudness in the
rendering of composed music.

More recently, conducting systems are a popular choice for the
control of tempo and loudness. One of the earliest conducting
systems is Max Mathews’ Radio Baton [1].  The player moves
the batons above a planar receiver, which tracks the 3D
coordinates of the baton and then determines the conducting
gestures. You’re the Conductor [11] uses an infrared baton
whose signal is detected by a chip inside a camera. Two
computers process the signal to calculate the desired tempo
and loudness, and then control the time stretching and the
playing of audio and video. Another recent system, described
in [12], uses computer vision techniques to track the position
of the baton, and the tempo of the music output is adjusted in
real time. Marrin’s [15] 2000 digital baton experiments
showed that a gestural interface was problematic for accurate
extraction of beats and discomfort with the interface design
can lead to unnatural gestures.

In contrast to the gesture-controlled conducting systems,
Haruhiro and Keita [13] showed a tapping-control system that
allows the player to use beat tapping, recorded by a sensor, to
conduct the performance. The use of both gestural and tapping
input for tempo control puts the onus of maintaining flow and
smoothness, important criteria for expressive performance, on
the user. In ESP, we propose to mitigate this difficulty for non-
experts by using an interface that is naturally biased towards
smooth tempo transitions.

ESP and the systems described above focus on real-time
human control of music to create expressive performances.
Other systems exist that generate expressive performances
without real-time human intervention, by learning from and
emulating existing performances [2], or by rule-based and
piecewise manipulation of local expressive parameters [16].

In the remainder of this paper, we present our current ESP
prototype, its architectural design, and its mapping of input
information to music parameters. Section 3 describes the ESP

system; Section 3.1 the car control and dynamics; Section 3.2
the aural and visual rendering. Finally, we present some future
plans for the ESP system in the concluding Section 4.

3. THE ESP SYSTEM PROTOTYPE
In this section, we describe our solutions to the two main
challenges of creating the ESP system: its design and
implementation using an architecture model that supports
concurrent and parallel processing of generic data streams, and
the effective mapping of the input data to car dynamics, and to
music rendering parameters that sound good.

3.1 Architectural Design
ESP is a complex real-time interactive virtual environment. As
such, a challenging aspect of the ESP system is the
simultaneous processing of multiple data streams in real-time,
such as graphics, MIDI, music computation, car dynamics, and
driving controls. Perhaps even more challenging is the
organization of, and interaction between the software
components carrying out these tasks. We designed the system
using the Software Architecture for Immersipresence (SAI)
framework [6]. The resulting architecture is modular and
extensible, which benefits future development and research.

The ESP design is implemented in C++ using the Modular
Flow Scheduling Middleware (MFSM) [8], an open source
architectural middleware that provides code support for SAI’s
architectural abstractions. MFSM also offers a number of
useful open source functional modules. Using some of these
modules significantly reduced the coding effort and allowed
us to focus on ESP-specific aspects during the development of
the ESP prototype.

Figure 2 shows a conceptual level system diagram. The ESP
graph is expressed in the SAI notation. SAI distinguishes
between persistent and volatile data. Persistent data is held in
repositories called sources (red disks), while volatile data
flows down streams (thin blue arrows) in the form of pulses.
Pulses travel down streams through processing elements
called cells (green squares). The ordering of the cells along a
stream captures their dependency relations. Each cell i s
connected to exactly one source, while many cells may be
connected to a same source. All the cells connected to a given
source have concurrent shared access to the data stored by the
source. When a pulse reaches a cell, it is used as input data to a
process that may result in the generation of new volatile data
that is added to the pulse. The process may also result in the
update of some of persistent data held by the cell’s source,
also used as input to the cell’s process. When the process i s
completed, the pulse continues its journey downstream. The
dynamic evolution of a stream may be thought of as a cascade
of processes triggered by pulses. Cells are specialized to
implement required functionalities. The Pulsar is a special cell
type that generates empty pulses at specific time intervals.

The ESP system design employs SAI architectural patterns that
are typical of interactive systems [7]. A central repository
holds persistent data structures that are accessed
independently by cells placed on independent streams. These
data structures, are maintained during the whole life of the
application, and include a 3D model of the virtual
environment, a dynamic model of the car, and a MIDI
representation of the input music piece (list of MIDI events).

Each stream embodies a specific aspect of the system, namely
dynamic evolution of the car model, car control through the
user input device, aural rendering, and visual rendering. A
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separate Pulsar regulates each stream so that its behavior i s
independent of the others. In particular, each stream can
operate at a separate frequency adapted to the specific
requirements of its function. The specifics of the function of
each module are described in the following sections.

3.2 Mapping Car Control Input to Tempo
The current prototype uses a Logitech MOMO Racing Force
Steering Wheel with realistic gas and brake pedals. This
section details the mapping of raw input parameter values to
the meaningful modifications of the car dynamics model and
associated musical tempo. We use a simple car dynamics
model [10] to simulate the physics of actual car motion.

The user input via the game device follows an established SAI
pattern [6] that had been implemented and was readily
available for reuse in the ESP prototype. As shown in the ESP
system diagram (Figure 2), the Driver input cell polls the
device at regular intervals (set by a Pulsar) and generates a
volatile data structure containing all the parameters describing
the current state of the device. The Velocity update cell uses
these values to affect the dynamic model of the car. This model
is used concurrently by the Position computation cell, which
applies dynamics equations to compute the car position at
regular time intervals from its current position and the current
values of its dynamic parameters.

The driving interface has two pedals used for the control of the
music. Depressing the right pedal increases the tempo of the
music; stepping on the left pedal slows down the music. The
forward force is assigned to be a linear function of the pedal
value. Given a forward force F, the equation for acceleration as
a function of force can be represented as follows:

a  =  l1F  –  l1v2 +  K1(d,w) ,

where l1  and l2  are constants, and K1 is a function of the angle

of the wheel, d , and of the angular velocity, w . Simulated

values show that, for fixed (d,w), the curve of acceleration as a
function of force typically takes a sigmoid shape.

Using the steering wheel, a user can navigate the turns and
thus control the car’s direction and the view of the road. We
discovered through experimentation that a linear map between
the wheel angle and car angle changes leads to an
uncontrollable driving situation. To create a more controllable
wheel interface, we chose a non-linear (sigmoid) mapping
between the wheel’s angle to the turning of the car.

As in a real car, the angle of the turn affects the forward
acceleration. When one considers a fixed forward force and
angular velocity, the equation for acceleration as a function of
the angle of the turn d becomes the following

a  =  – h1d  –  h2v2 +  K2(F,w) ,

where h1 and h 2 are constants, and K2 is a function of the

forward force, F, and of the angular velocity, w.

The car velocity directly sets the tempo of the music. The car’s
velocity can be readily obtained from the acceleration. This
velocity is directly proportional to the music’s tempo

Tt  =  Tt–1 +  a dt .
The initial tempo is the default given by the score-generated
MIDI file. Similarly, we can readily obtain the score position
as a function of the tempo

Dt  =  Dt–1 +  Tt dt .
An independent stream (labeled Audio Rendering in Figure 2)
handles the generation of output “expressive” MIDI events
according to the car’s position along the road. The score-
generated MIDI information is stored as an ordered list in the
Main data repository. A Pulsar generates pulses at regular
intervals. Upon receiving such a pulse, the MIDI event replay
cell determines whether an output event must be generated
(from the original list) according to the current car position on
the road. The output MIDI events can then be interpreted and
rendered by a MIDI synthesizer. We reused some existing MIDI
manipulation code and developed some other code
specifically for this project. Note that the pulsing frequency of
the Pulsar sets the temporal resolution with which output
events are generated, which is directly related to the accuracy

Figure 2.  ESP system diagram.
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resolution of the system. A high pulsing frequency results in
greater accuracy, but increases the computation load on the
system. We found that values between 30 Hz and 100 Hz were
appropriate for our tests.

3.3 Mapping Acceleration to Loudness
We explain the mapping of acceleration to loudness in this
section. Informal observation of Dixon et al’s [4] visualization
of expert performances in tempo-loudness space reveal that the
rate of tempo change appears to be directly correlated with
changes in loudness. Hence, we base the loudness of the music
on the car’s acceleration. In the current ESP prototype, there
exists a linear map between acceleration and dynamics, with
the loudness (as given by the velocity of each onset)
increasing when the user accelerates the car, and decreasing
when the car decelerates. If V0 is the original onset velocity,
then the new onset velocity, V1, is given by

V1  = V0  +  a m ,

where m  is a scaling factor which makes the variation in
loudness reasonable. The velocity of each output MIDI event
is calculated from the original event velocity and the current
car acceleration according to this formula.

3.4 Mapping Car Position to Visual Display
The user experiences the virtual environment both aurally and
visually from a first person perspective while controlling the
car. As the car progresses along the road, changes to the tempo
and dynamics of the music rendered are linked to the driver’s
actions in real-time. Visual experience of the virtual
environment is achieved by synthesizing a pictorial
representation of the current state of the environment.

An independent stream (labeled Visualization in Figure 2)
handles the production of such images. A Pulsar triggers
empty pulses at regular intervals. Upon receiving a pulse, the
Visual rendering cell creates a synthetic composite image that
is placed on the stream, and that the Image display cell will
then present the image in a window on the screen. This i s
another established SAI pattern, implemented in an open
source “white-box” module [8] that uses the OpenGL library
for 3D rendering. The open source module was specialized to
the specifics of this project. The pulsing frequency on the
stream sets the refresh rate of the display on the screen. We
typically run our rendering stream at frequencies of at least 15
Hz so as to provide a smooth visual experience.

4. CONCLUSIONS
ESP provides a novel and compelling driving metaphor for
expressive control that allows a user access to high-level
interpretative decisions in musical performance. We have
presented the concepts underlying the ESP system and
described the design and implementation of its prototype.
Initial tests and demonstrations using Brahms’ Hungarian
Rhapsody No. 5 have been enthusiastically received by
technologists and other visitors from industry and academia,
and by engineering and music university students.

By recording the output of the system, we plan to study the
relations between expressive decisions and musical structure.
Just as the road can be designed to bias the player towards
expressiveness where expressiveness is due, one user’s
expressive rendering of a piece can be used to create the road
to guide another player, or to create an automatically generated
performance via an automatic drive option. Future work will be

directed at the developing of automatic methods for analyzing
where expressions should be created.

We also plan to study other mapping strategies between the car
controls and dynamics, and tempo and loudness, so as to best
connect the user’s intent to the resulting expressive rendering
of the piece. Future versions of the ESP prototype will explore
other mappings and modifications to the interface.
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